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Abstract: The more spring, summer, autumn and winter, across the coastal border, the responsibility of the mission on the shoulder. Since the eighteenth congress to xi jinping as the core leadership of the CPC central committee general secretary to better promote the party's construction, around the comprehensive governing party put forward a series of important ideas and policy, further enrich the theory of marxist party construction, also is development in the sinicization of marxism, adhere to the leadership of the party for the current situation, to strengthen the party's construction, comprehensive governing party to provide theoretical basis.

1. Sinicization of Marxism

Sinicization of marxism means to combine the basic principles of marxism with China's specific reality, and further integrate the basic principles of marxism with China's practice, Chinese history and Chinese culture, so as to make marxism materialize in China [1]. (1) Marxism in China is the use of marxism to solve the Chinese revolution, construction and reform of the actual problems; (2) sinicization of marxism is to put the Chinese revolutionary construction and reform of practical experience and historical experience into theory; (3) Chinese marxism marxism rooted in the excellent culture of China.

2. Strictly Govern the Party in an All-Round Way

2.1 For the First Time, Comprehensive and Strict Party Governance is Proposed

On 8 October, 2014, general secretary xi jinping first proposed "comprehensively promoting strict party governance" in his speech at the party's mass line education practice summary conference. In December 2014, xi jinping, the general secretary in jiangsu research emphasized: "coordination promote to build a well-off society in an all-round way, deepening reform, promoting the rule of law, the overall governing party, promote reform and opening up and socialist modernization construction to a new level", the party will be fully stricter as "four comprehensive" strategy is an important part of layout, ascended to a new strategic height. The sixth plenary session of the 18th CPC central committee focused on the major issues of comprehensively and strictly governing the party, which fully demonstrated the determination and confidence of the CPC central committee to unswervingly promote comprehensively and strictly governing the party.
2.2 Comprehensive and Strict Party Governance Measures

Since the 18\textsuperscript{th} national congress of the communist party of China (CPC), the CPC central committee with comrade xi jinping at its core has taken the lead in following the example of others, closely integrated party building in thought, organization and governance, focused on overhauling the party spirit, severely punishing corruption, and purifying the political ecology within the party. (1) pay attention to strict thinking, adhere to the latest achievements of marxism in China armed mind, coagulation soul, with the ideal and faith and party spirit education to fix the source, calcium strong bones, focus on education to guide the whole party firm ideal, faith, enhance the Chinese characteristics of the socialist road self-confidence, theoretical confidence, system confidence, cultural confidence. Grasp the party need to be strict, adhere to and implement the leadership of the party, guide the whole party to improve political consciousness, the overall consciousness, core consciousness, awareness, focus on the implementation of the responsibility of party governance, and constantly enhance the party organizations at all levels of party governance awareness and ability. (3) grasp govern strictly, adhere to the disciplinary stand in the front, strict political discipline and political rules, insist to will, the will check, resolutely investigate all kinds of violation of discipline, makes every discipline rules really become the high tension line "charged", governing party, with iron discipline to ensure the party solidarity and unity, moving in tandem. (4) catch officials from strict, adhere to the correct orientation of talent selection, deepen the reform of the cadre and personnel system, solve the "four only" problem, work hard to rectify the unhealthy tendencies in the use of personnel, optimize the personnel selection and employment environment. (5) we must strictly control the style of work, starting with the implementation of the eight regulations and the improvement of the "four winds". Sixth, we must crack down on corruption strictly, punish corruption with zero tolerance, work together to crack down on "tigers" and "flies", and tighten the cage of the system. In particular, we have eliminated zhou yongkang, bo xilai, guo boxiong, xu caihou, ling jihua and other corrupt officials to effectively curb the spread of corruption.

2.3 Achievements

After years of hard work, remarkable progress has been made in comprehensively exercising strict party governance. To strictly govern the party in an all-round way requires not only all-out efforts, but also focused efforts. We need to focus on solving major problems by starting from the governance of political life within the party and strictly enforcing the party's political, ideological, organizational and mass lines, upholding and improving democratic centralism, and strictly enforcing party organizational life. We will do a good job at the primary level and lay a solid foundation for making every primary party organization a fortress of strong fighting. To comprehensively and strictly govern the party, the core is to strengthen the party's overall leadership, adhere to the unified leadership of the party central committee, ensure the correct direction and form a strong synergy.

Comprehensively and strictly governing the party is always on the way. New historical conditions, to carry out a great struggle that many new historical characteristics, advancing the great cause of socialism with Chinese characteristics, must be the big strength ahead the new great project of party building, unwaveringly promote the comprehensive governing party, seriously implement the "about the several principles of the party's political life under the new situation, the communist party of China inner-party supervision regulations, to build the party well, good management, maintain the party's advanced nature and purity, enhancing the party's creativity, cohesion and fighting capacity, improve the level of the party's leadership and the ruling level, to ensure that the party has become the core of strong leadership for the cause of socialism with Chinese characteristics.
3. Innovation and Development of Strictly Governing the Party in an All-Round Way

The sixth plenary session of the Communist Party of China (in 18 October 2016, held in Beijing, the comprehensive governing party is the soul of the sixth plenary session of the eighteenth, strictly to the overall mission of the clear, the theme of the plenary session put forward the whole party must implement the party's mass line, further strengthens the inner-party supervision, standardize the party's political life, is the guarantee of further promote comprehensive governing party. The guidelines for political life within the party under the new situation adopted by the plenary session put forward requirements for regulating political life within the party from multiple aspects. It emphasizes the importance of ideological party building, and comprehensively discusses the system construction, and puts forward that only by adhering to the unity of ideological party building and institutional party governance, can the two play a better role. At the same time, it also emphasizes that we must adhere to various systems of inner-party democracy, which is an important guarantee to standardize inner-party political life [2]. The regulations on intra-party supervision of the Communist Party of China adopted at the plenary session established a complete system of supervision, from intra-party supervision to non-party supervision, and from central organizations to grassroots organizations. At the same time, the supervision responsibilities of all types of subjects are also clarified, pointing out the supervision obligations from the political bureau of the central committee to the party committees at all levels and the primary party organizations to the party members. Turning abstract principles into concrete norms can better realize intra-party supervision. Under the new situation, strengthening inner-party supervision is the inevitable requirement of standardizing inner-party political life. At the same time, inner-party supervision must also rely on standardizing inner-party political life. The two supplement each other.

The sixth plenary session of the 18th CPC central committee is a meeting of far-reaching significance for the development of Marxist party building theory, which reflects the importance of party building and enriches and develops Marxist party building theory.

4. Conclusion

The new great journey of comprehensively governing the party with strict discipline has just begun. All in the past, as the preface chapter, through the "twelfth five-year", "much starker choices-and graver consequences-in" oriented, party organizations at all levels and the broad masses of party members and cadres to strong party spirit and responsibility, to grasp the overall situation, strict discipline, and explore establishing a dare not rot, not rot, don't want to rot effective mechanism, promoting tube party party strictly, to ensure that the party has become the core of strong leadership for the cause of socialism with Chinese characteristics.
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